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Abstract
Motion correspondence has long been regarded by psychophysicists as being performed with respect to

~wo

dimensional distances only. This is despite the fact that

obtaining correspondence of 3D objects from 2D positions is

It

mathematically ill posed

problem. In this work, we reinterpret e.xLant psychophysical experiments that seemingly
support the claim about two dimensionality of correspondence, and discuss avai.lable
evidence from neuroanatomy and psychophysics which seems to indicate that correspondence problem is solved by a tnree dimensional process. Brief remarks about the
significance of this analysis for computer vision are also made.
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Motion correspondence is defined by Ullman [31] as the process by which elements
in different views are identified as representing the same object at different times, thereby
maintaining the perceptual identity ofohjects in motion (Object Constancy). It can he said
sans hesitation that the problem of obtaining correspondence is a fundamental aspect of

computational vision and underlies much work on motion. It has been traditional to discuss
motion correspondence with respect to two dimensional images of the three dimensional
world [25, G, 32,1, 10,23,33,11]. This, however, poses a problem because the projection
scheme involves a mapping which is many to one.

As a result, the problem of image

interpretation is ill posed. In other words, solving correspondence in two dimensions can
lead to erroneous solutions, because points that seem to correspond in two dimensions
may not be corresponding in three dimensions. The ohvious solution would be to solve
the correspondence problem in three dimensions. At this point, the reader may well be
prompted to ask, "So why is most of the work in correspondence done with two dimensional
data T' The question is relatively easy to answer from the perspective of computer vision
research, and the answer is simply that till recently, obtaining three dimensional (or range)
data about the position of feature points was falrly dlfficult.

Laser range sensors were

few and far between, whereas camera like devices which produce two dimensional images
were quite common in computer vision applications. In principle, depth maps could be
produced from two 2D perspective images by using one or more depth cues (shading, texture,
binocular disparity etc.) that are present in 2D images [13]. However, there are still no
algorithms that can always produce reliable reconstructions of 3D scenes [rom 2D images.
On the other hand, range sensing devices are becoming more and more accessible, and range
sensors which can operate at video frame rates are now under development [5J. Thus purely
2

from the computer vision point of view, it now makes sense to try and obtain algorithms
which work on range data and use 3D correspondence.
Consider now human vision. We first discuss results of psychophysical experiments and
then results of anatomical and physiological studies of the brain. This analysis will lead
us to the suggestion that depth is involved in motion correspondence, which means that
the correspondence is established in 3D. Our suggestion is based amongst others on the
observation that ordinal, rather than metric, properties of depth are likely to affect motion
correspondence because the former, not the latter, can be reliably perceived by the observer.
The primary source of the assertion, commonly accepted by psychophysicists, that correspondence is performed in two dimensions are some interesting, but not free from flaws,
experiments done by Ullman [30]. Ullman presented subjects with stimuli consisting of perspective drawings of three dimensional shapes. All displays contained one line (C) shown
in alternation with two others, one to its right (R) and one to ils left (L). The displays
were such that the distances L-C & R-C could have different values depending whether
they are measured on screen, or in the simulated 3D space. In these experiments, Ullman
consistently obtained the result that C was corresponded by the human subject with R
or L depending on which was closer in terms of the 2D distance on the screen, even if
the distance in the simulated 3D space was actually shorter for the other. This seemingly
implied that correspondence is done in two dimensions and that depth is not involved at
all. What has been overlooked, however, is the [act that these experiments were conducted

with perspective images of 3D objects shown on a screen, and not with actual 3D objects.
Binocular depth cues and accommodation were thus removed, and the three dimensionality
of the object came solely [rom the perspective drawing being perceived as such. It is per-
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haps not very surprising that under such condltions, where 3D cues were greatly removed,
the correspondence was done with respect to two dimensional distances. A similar observation was made by Mutch, Smith and Yonas [17], who sought to verify Ullm;:m's results by
performing a similar experiment, but this time with real 3D stimuli and with many depth
cues available. Interestingly, they obtained results analogous to Ullman's. They too found
that motion correspondence was determined primarily by 2D distances and depth did not
seem Lo be involved at all.
It has to be pointed out, however, that the conclusions provided by Ullman and by

Mutch ct al. involve a rather strong implicit assumption. They assumed that the subject
can reliably compare 2D and 3D distances, which is equivalent to the claim that the visual
space is metric. This, however, does not seem to be true. It was shown that the human
observer cannot reliably and accurately judge 3D distances[29, 28, 27, 16,4, 21, 24J. This
fact is consistent with the measurements reported by Mutch et al. A perusal of their data
shows that their subjects greatly underestimated distances in 3D. All these results mean
that the subjects do not have perceptual access to metric properties of the physical space
and, therefore, the primacy of the 2D distances in Ullman's and Mutch et al.'s motion
correspondence experiments tells little, if anything, about the possible role of depth in
motion correspondence. Such a role can be adequately tested only if the stimuli use some
aspect of 3D distance (or depth in particular), which is reliably perceived by subjects. It
was shown by Todd and colleagues[27, 28, 29J that the observer has reliable access to affine
properties, specifically, to the order in depth. As such, stimuli using this feature would
provide a good test for any hypothesis regarding the 2D/3D nature of the correspondence
process. If the order of the targets in depth does not affect the motion correspondence, the
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claim about the primacy of 2D distances on the image plane would be strongly supported.
Interestingly, an experiment based on the ordinal aspect of depth has been performed by
Ramachandran and Anstis [22] (they, however, did not discuss their result in the context
of the controversy about 2D/3D mechanism of motion correspondence).
In this experiment, subjects were presented with an apparent motion sequence. Tn the
first case, two vertically aligned spots are presented in the first frame, followed by the two
spots shifted horizontally for the second frame. All four spots were coplanar, and in the
frontoparallel plane. It was observed, consistent with earlier reports, that the apparent
motion perceived was always horizontal, and a diagonal motion, which would lead to a
crossing paths that were longer, was never observed(Figure 1). In the second case, two
diagonally opposite spots were placed in

;:t

different stereoscopic plane from the other two

(leading to non coplanarity of the set of spots). Now the spots were observed to cross paths.

I
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I
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D

Figure 1: The stimuli given by Ramachandran & Anstis
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Thus, motion correspondence was established on the basis of their ordinal depth properties (the targets having identical depths were corresponded) rather than on the basis of
the 2D distances on the retina. This perceptual result is different from that of Ullman
and Mutch et al. The difference is related to the fact that in Ullman's and Mutch et al.'s
experiments different conditions were defined by changing the relative 3D distances among
the targets, whereas in Ramachandran and Anstis's experiment different conditions were
defined by changing the order in depth of the targets. The fact that the observer can reliably perceive order in depth and not 3D distances is consistent with the observed effect of
depth in Ramachandran & Anstis's experiment, and the lack of any such effect in Ullman's
and Mutch em et al.'s experiment.
It is, therefore, clear that Ullman's claim about the 2D motion correspondence requires

revision in view of this conllicting experimental evidence. In fact, we believe that Ramachandran and Anstis's experiment is more likely to represent the actual role of depth in
motion correspondence because it was designed in such a way that it did not preclude the
reliable use of depth (as Ullman's and Mutch et al.'s experiments did). This new interpretation seems consistent with the anatomical results related to motion and form perception,
which we discuss next.
Fig. 2 is a schematic of the motion pathway. The optic nerve carries the signal from
the retinal ganglion cells to the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus_ From here, the signal goes via
area Vi (layers 4Ca, 4B) to area V2, which are parts of the striate cortex and extra striate
cortex. Area V2(thick stripes) and layer 4B of area Vi project to the Middle Temporal(MT)
lobe. Another input to MT comes from area V3, which in turn again receives input from
layer 4B of area VI. Area MT sends projections via area MST(Medial Superior Temporal)
6

to Area 7 in the Posterior Parietal cortex. It is well established that the Posterior Parietal
cortex is involved in the representation of spatial locations. The damage to this area causes
severe deficits in the ability to reach towards a target. Moreover, it is believed (2] that
the motion processing that is used in solving correspondence are coded in the MT and
MST areas. Consider now the neuoroanatomical stages of visual processing at which depth
cues could be involved in solving correspondence. The thick stripes of area V2 have cells
that are tuned to binocular disparity. The most consistent response from cells in this area
is for stereoscopic depth [12]. Similar responses have also been obtained from some cells
in layer 4B of area Vl[3]. Thus, the depth information, i.e., distance or order in depth,
is available to the area MT of the cortex. Since correspondence is probably established
beyond area MT, in principle 3D positional data could be used by the correspondence
process. Considering that such information is available, it might seem surprising that it
would not be used. The only neurophysiological evidence that seems to be inconsistent
with our analysis has been cUed Dawson in [2]. According to him [2], Ullman's claim
receives support from neurophysiological studies where it was shown that while there are
neurons that code velocities in the frontoparallel plane, there are no neurons in area MT of
the Macaca fascicularis that respond to motion in depth (Maunsell & Van Essen [15]). This
evidence, however, bears closer scrutiny. Firstly, the best response from motion sensitive
cells in MT was obtained if the frontoparallel motion was at a fixed disparity, i.e. a given
distance in depth from the flXation point. Moreover, different units responded optimally to
motion at dlIferent disparities. So even though there is no direct coiling for motion in depth
in area MT, there does seem to be coding of position in depth in this area, a point which the
authors of [15] themselves make. SeconcUy, in area MST, which follows MT, there arc cells
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which are sensitive to rotation in depth [26]. Thus existing anatomical and physiological
evidence indicates that hath position and motion in depth are coded in the visual system
(areas MT & MST respectively). Such information is then likely to be available to Area 7,
believed to be the site for establishing correspondence, which receives projections directly
from MST and indirectly from MT.
It has to he pointed out that before binocular disparity of a given point can be used in

motion correspondence, the visual system has to establish correspondence between the two
2D images coming from the two eyes (i.e. stereo correspondence). Evidently, the question of
how this is done begs itself, since we claim that depth information is used to solve the motion
correspondence problem. Stereo correspondence, however, is a special and restricted case of
the more general correspondence that we are studying. It seems to be well established that
stereo correspondence involves small horizontal disparities, i:md can be established by cooperative processes involving 2D information such as those described in [14). In fact, humans
can establish stereo correspondence even amongst random dot stereograms [9], where oilly
retinal disparity can be used to solve correspondence (although, many 2D cues like shape,
colour, size can improve the efficiency of the stereo correspondence). Stereo correspondence
seems to be a part of the short range process in motion detection, unlike the more general
case of correspondence, which involves the long range process. For a good review of the two
process distinction, we refer the reader to an excellent paper by Petersik [18]. Thus, whereas
stereo correspondence seems to be based on 2D cues only (distance, shape, colour, size),
motion correspondence involves the depth information as well, derived from the binocular
disparity. In fact, as shown by Ramachandran and Anstis, motion correspondence does not
use many 2D cues, like shape or colour. This seems ecologically reasonable. Living organ8

isms can change shape and colour in time, and therefore motion correspondence, which is
used to perceive them, should not rely on these properties. However, at any given moment
in time, an object has a particular shape and colour and therefore, stereo correspondence
can, and should rely on these properties.
Consider now anatomical correlates of form perception and evidence for possible interaction between form and motion perception. Form perception involves areas in the IT region.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the eady stages of the two pathways, form and motion. The
analysis of the block diagram in Fig. 3 suggests that the perceived lhree dimensionality
of a 2D line drawing in Ullman's experiments would come from the stages of the visual
system in the Parvo p<Lthway in the IT (InferoTemporal) areas. This information would
then have to come hack via feedback and cross links between the Magno and Parvo systems.
The information has to come to the Magno system since this is where correspondence is
established. However, Magno & Parvo are often viewed as separate processing slreams, and
the extent of their interconnection is very limited. It has even been claimed that there are
no connections between them [12] whatsoever. This anatomical evidence is at the very least
inconsistent with Ullman's interpretation of his experiment, which assumes that the object
being perceived as three dimensional implies the availability of three dimensional information to the correspondence establishing centres in the brain. The alternative interpretation
which we prefer is that when direct depth cues (from stereo and accommodation) are nol
present, like in Ullman's experiment or not reliable, like in Mutch el

at. 's experiment,

the

human visual system establishes correspondence in two dimensions. To conclude from here
that correspondence is always established in two dimensions is a non sequitur, and requires
what in our opinion is a leap of faith. Ramachandran and Anstis's experiment used this
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aspect of depth which 1s perce1ved reliably and, as a result, depth was shown to be involved
in motion correspondence. This psychophysical result appears to be consistent with the
known [acts about the process1ng streams in the visual cortex.

'lb summarise, we showed, by the re1nterpretation of existing results, that studies seemingly supporting the claim that correspondence is solved in 2D only are certainly not conclusive to that end. They may be interpreted consistent wlth a correspondence in three
dimensions paradlgm, the interpretation we ["wour. In fact, this new interpretation seems
more plausible in v1ew of prior results on depth perception and Ramachandran and Anstis's
study of motion correspondence at different disparities.
We also want to point out some interesting ramlficat10lls for computer vlslon. If the
human visual system can use 3D correspondence on the basis of 2D images, it may be
possible to improve existing algorithms [or computer vision applications by studying lts
behaviour and using that information[8, 7]' As pointed out earlier in thls paper, this may
involve the need to use simplifying assumpt10ns about the structure of the visual space
(e.g., ordlnal vs. metrle). All existing computer vision approaches assume that the space
is metrle. However, weaker assumptions are likely to be more justified and lead to more
eIficient solutlons [19, 20J.
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